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Gerard ter Borch (*12.1617 Zwolle, +8.12.1681 Deventer)

Title Der Besuch

Also known as The Visit

Date c. 1660

Medium Oil on canvas

Dimensions image: 91.5 x 107 cm

Signature -

Inscription -

Catalogue raisonné Gudlaugsson 149

Edition / number -

Edition -

Inv. No. BU 0167

Credit line Emil Bührle Collection, on long term loan at Kunsthaus Zürich

Accession year 2021

Object type painting

Classification B 1[2] painting 16th to 18th century BEL and NLD

Description What would the constellation of people look like if the artist had painted this in 2023? 
Perhaps the figure in the middle would be a man, while a woman enters confidently to 
court him. Or it would all be women. Or the gender identity of all involved would be 
completely irrelevant. Moreover, the two main characters would probably meet in a bar 
('Hey, are you my Tinder date?') and might go about it unaccompanied.
Be that as it may, we are writing c. 1660 and Gerard ter Borch, a master of genre painting, 
portrays a traditional date of the time in the chiaroscuro typical of his style. The main 
figure in the centre dominates the room with her golden, splendid dress; turned to the 
left, she greets her counterpart, who has just entered. The two communicate through 
gestures, facial expressions and glances; we as viewers immediately grasp the situation 
and the role of the supporting parties.
At a Dutch wedding in the 17th century, the average age of the bride was about 23 and of 
the groom 25. The concept of the romantic love marriage not yet fully developed, many 
were nevertheless allowed to choose their own partners, although sometimes the 
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decision was influenced by their parents in favour of money and business matters. 
Whether our two sweethearts chose themselves is left to the imagination of the beholder.

Provenance Für Provenienz siehe https://www.buehrle.ch/sammlung  /  For provenance please see 
https://www.buehrle.ch/en/collection

Provenance category -

About the provenance
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